
 

ƒTHEƒ 
ƒFRONTƒOFƒ 

ƒTHEƒUNTIMELYƒ 
ƒTRANSFORMATIONƒOFƒ 

ƒGOD’SƒSWEETƒPASTORƒEMPHAƒ 
ƒSIZORƒASTORƒINTOƒSAINTƒASSƒ 

ƒSTARƒTHEƒFILTHƒBLASTERƒGATEƒ 
ƒKnow that when the flame of religious powder 
touches the soul of man it burns exceedingly 
DEEPƒAnd the more the very powder of religious 
fervor be confined the bigger the SPIRITUAL 
explosion it shall WREAKƒAND gOD WORKS in 
mysterious waysƒAND so it was with MIGHTY 
God’s sweetƒPastor EMPHASIZOR Astorƒin every 
sermon every SundayƒAND religious predilection 
is religious predilection BUT legume addiction 
isƒlegume addictionƒ AND Pastor Astor had been 
mightilyƒBOOGIEƒof the earth addicted for silent 
year after year and ultimately there came unto his 
very essence a profound profane GASEOUS in 
flictionƒAnd after a LIGHT lunch of low fat 
low cholesterol black BEAN avec soup of potas 
sium saltpeter sulphur charcoal onion in a frog 
ƒhe was delivering his famous sermonƒLet Us 
INHALE In The SILENCE Of The LORDƒwhen as if 
CONFINED in the IRON tube ofƒSaint Sur Le 
Louvreƒa cloud of clouds ascended as if from a 
DEEP remote and ROSE as confined LOW explo 
sive detonating unconfined HIGH explosive chem 
ical bond ruptures into shock wave fractures in 
ever increasing speeds of BURNINGƒAnd as he 
roared out in FIRE and BRIMSTONE of the end of 
the unclean a mysteriousƒdarklingƒcloud of OC 
CULT odoriferous RETORT spreadƒupƒoverƒand 
around theƒspirituallyƒafflicted to give them a 



 

ƒEHTƒ 
ƒFOƒKCABƒ 

ƒYLEMITNUƒEHTƒ 
ƒFOƒNOITAMROFSNARTƒ 

ƒAHPMEƒROTSAPƒTEEWSƒS’DOGƒ 
ƒSSAƒTNIASƒOTNIƒROTSAƒROZISƒ 

ƒETAGƒRETSALBƒHTLIFƒEHTƒRATSƒ 
true witness of the reward of the uncleanƒBut 
this time as he broke into his famous moment 
ofƒlet us LIGHT one match of FAITH and de 
stroy darknessƒhe lit the match of faith and 
screamedƒlet me be a SIGN to ALLƒHis hand turn 
ed to COAL cloudƒhis TOES to sticky tars ƒhis 
LIPS frijoled into umber spongesƒindeed his very 
MEMBER became a liver dark maroonish mist of 
murkyƒSMOOCHƒAnd anƒimmenseƒandƒradiant 
LIGHTƒthen undarked with all and as exotic 
subtle yet powerful scent of ETERNITY sunkƒa 
GIGANTIC voice shot up flying from within the 
light DID bellow OUTƒCloud Of Clouds ƒSuper 
substantial Substance Of Super substantial sub 
stancesƒDank Of DanksƒYour DARK Egress Ef 
fervescenceƒExcessesƒAre FORGIVENƒO Explod 
er of Exploders!ƒO unloader of unloadersƒYou 
Are TRULY Become The Great Far Faster slippery 
Nose TOASTERƒShifty EVIL Eye Burner ƒRecti 
tude RetasterƒMega PEDERASTER repentererƒSuperb 
ƒDARKƒCATƒRoasterƒGrandioseƒSINƒBasterƒ 
colossalƒGREEDƒOvercasterƒfilthyƒpregnant
WITCH BURNERƒmassiveƒIntestinalƒbrownƒAirƒ 
EJACULATIONƒmoralƒDisasterƒMasterƒBLASTER 
ƒStars shine bright on shatter lightƒpRAYing LIFE TO BE LIFE AND 

LIGHT TO BE LIGHTƒTheeƒTheƒTHEƒThat’s AND CAN’T HELP ITƒ IF 

ƒSOMEƒIDIOTS SAYƒBADƒTHINGS OFƒTHEYƒWHO HAVE comeƒtO 

ƒloVeƒTOƒINCINERATEƒTHEƒLIVINGƒTOƒLOVEƒusƒfolksƒ 


